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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOP. AERONAUTICS. 

AIRCRAFT CIRCULAR NO. 34. 

VOJENSKA-SNOLIK 5.16 AIRPLANE 

All-N etal Lonc-Distance Observation Binlane. 

Añors the air-olanes exhibited at the Paris Aero Show re--

cently vras an ai1-eta1 two-seater incorporatin, forms of con-

struction of somewhat unusual typ e. Thie.was the Vojenska 

Smolik 16,. a long-distance observat ion biplane with 450 HF. 

Lorraine-Dietrich engine. It was not posible to n yc a very 

detailed description of ir lanes' exhibited-in Paris- but it is 

thouht tha a- refèreice to.tbeoenska 3.16 mav be of inter-

est in showiri how one Cze.hos1ovak fir attacks the. croblems 

of metal construction. It should. be pointed 'ut,' for tne ben-

efit of those who are not already aware of the fact, that the 

Voj enska TovarnaNaLetad1a of Prague, is 'tbs Czechoslovak 

Military Aircraft Fatorv, and therefore corres ponds someht 

closely to our own Farntorouh' establishment as it was when it 

was called the Royal Aircraft Factory, 

The Vojenska S.16 is oroduced in two forüis, the parent 

type beins- a long-distance observation air1ane, while the 

type 16'o is a. day-bomber. The- constructional deteils are the 

same in both cases, only the equipment (and. certain minor al-

terations) bin different. Aerodynamically the S.l6 is an 

* From !IF1iht, January.I3. l927.
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orthodox biplane, the only unusual. feature being that in spite 

of a wing span of 15.5 rn (50.85 ft.), 'cut a single pair of in-

terplane struts are provided on each side. The chord is rela-

tively narrow, 'iving the wings a high aspect ratio (the "span-

loading," or span square divided by weight) is 0.52 in British 

units. The great length of unsupported spar, or free spar 

lengths, is somewhat relieved by a form of strL.lt bracing used 

in England mainly on torpedo airplanes. 

As rerds its main structure, the S.1G is of mixed con-

struction in that the fuselage is of steel tube construction 

while the wings are of duralumin. All surface covering is in 

the form of doped fabric. 

The fuselage is composed of three separate units - the 

front portion in which is comprised the engine mounting, etc., 

a middle portion containing the two cockoits, and the tail 

portion, which is a plain wire-braced girder, in which the ver-

tical and horizontal struts are pin-jointed to the tubular 

longerons, no welding being employed for parts that have to 

resist stresses of any magnitude. The cockpit portion of the 

fuselage is partly wire-braced and partly trianlatcd by diag-

anal tubes, while the front has built-up bulkheads in place of 

the norma]. tubular mnbers. The construction of these bulk-

heads or formers can be seen in one of the photographs. They 

are of box section, lightened by drilling numerous holes. A 

double fireproof bulkhead separates the engine from the next
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compartment, which contains the main gasoline tank. This has

a capacity of 400 kg (882 ib.), and is covered with rubber as a 

otection a gainst bullets. A service tank with a capacity of 

174kg (384 lb.) is placed in the center of the top plane, iv-

ing a total a.soline capacity of 574 kg (1.265 lb.), which is 

sufficient for a flight of 5 hours at full Dower. 

The wing construction, as already mentioned, is ased upon 

the use of duralumin. The main s-oars - which, incidentally, 

are identical in both wings and front and rear spars alike - 

are of plain box type, not the drawn rectangular type of dural-

urin spar which was so i. opular with French designers some years 

ago, 'out a. built-up box. It seems doubtful whether this form 

of spar is very economical from the point of view of strength 

for weight, although doubtless it is a fairly cheap ma.nufactur-

Y.ing proposition. The length of unsupported s pais is consider-

:..able in the S.16, and the ngle of the wing bracing wires is 

rather small, so that one would expect compression loads to be 

not inconsiderable. 

The wing ribs, also of duralumin, are of trough section, 

the edges facing outward. The actual wing portion sketched is 

- -the starboard lower plane ring root, which runs from the fuse-



lage to the attachment of the diagonal .struts supporting the 

:

	

	 undercarriage. All the main fittings, it should .be pointed 

out, are of steel, such as the long straps shown in the sketch, 

-the lugs for attaching the spars to fuselage and outer spars,

4 
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the spar end. boxes, etc. In the ribs illustrated the upper and 

lower flanges are braced by vertical distance pieces on1y but 

in the main ribs these, although fundamentally of the same type, 

are arranged in the form of a Warren girder so as to provide 

triangulation. One would imagine that in spite of standardiza-

tion of a great number of small parts, the method of supporting 

the ribs from the spars would be somewhat expensive. Compared 

with certain French and other forms of metal construction, that 

employed by the Vojenska firm appears fairly simple and cheap, 

and it is believed that the particular type of construction bas 

given good results in actual service. The main point is that 

Czechoslovakia has definitely entered the field. of metal con-

struction on original lines, and. doubtless the future will see 

considerable progress in this direction. 

Length 

Span 

Chord 

H ci ght 

Weight empty

Characteristics *


10.22 m 

15.30 " 

1.60 " 

3.23 " 

1230.00 kg

(33.53 ft.) 

	

(50.20	 ) 

	

( 5.25	 ) 

	

(10.60	 ) 

(2712.00 lb.) 

*Taken from Manufacturers' catalogue.
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Characteristics (Cont.) 

Useful load 

Weight of fuel 

Full load 

Load per m2 

Load per :. 

Maxir!	 speed 

Minimum speed 

Climb •to 

Service ceiling 

Duration at 
full throttle - 
corresponding to 
..a radius of

448 kg. 

602 

2280 u 

49.2 kg/th2 

5.0.7 kg/}

	

230	 km/hr 

80 

	

5000	 m 

6500-7000 " 

5.5 hr 

1237.0 km

988 ib, 

1327 

5027 " 

(10.08 lb./sq.ft.) 

(11.02 lb./HP.) 

(142.92 .i.P.H.) 

(49.71	 "	 ) 

(16404 ft.) 

(21300-22900 ft.) 

(700 ml.)
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Fig.l 

Lerith 10.22 m	 (33.53 ft.) 
Span 15.30 m	 (50.20 ft.) 
Criorci 1.60 m	 (	 5.25 ft.) 
Height 3.23	 n	 (10.60 ft.)

450 HF Lorraine-Dietrich engine 

Fig.l	 The Vojensk.-Smolik 8.16 observation airplane. 
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ázieron ol the Vojenska S. lb are operated hy 
Pens Off, Ce NA C. A. /927	 7toiflehaf iznu'.tnl arrangement of cratiks. 

Vie	 ahcwing structure of "Vojenska-Snolik 0 S.16 all metal observation airplane.
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